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Amis and Jacobson talk comedy and sanity
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According to Professor of Creative Writing Martin Amis, he and fellow 'Literature
and Britishness' panellist Howard Jacobson are the last remaining British comic
novelists. If successful humour hinges on implied superiority over other groups
we have become a nation terrified of referring to people collectively at all, let
alone to any kind of grudge or rivalry based on national identity.
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Having deliberately prompted unease among the debate's audience with examples
LR: Murray Pittock,
of unfashionable humour, Amis turned to the qualities represented by Britain
Martin Amis and Howard
Jacobson
today. As well as tending towards heavy drinking and superficiality, he claimed
that "...we now lead the world in decline", yet he remained proud to come from a
nation whose literary output includes Shakespeare and an unsurpassed canon of poetry.
He detected "a strong line of sanity" in British writing and saw the comic novel as evidence of confidence in
this; confidence which, in his view, was slipping away. Part of the explanation, he felt, was a sense of 'red
alert' about causing or taking offense, borne of a new fragility in the self associated with the acceleration of
history.
Jacobson claimed to be uncertain whether Britishness actually exists, and certainly not to believe in
multiculturalism. In his view, the concept is a device of the English intelligentsia, which would hate its own
country's culture if it couldn't dismiss the English aspects and embrace those from elsewhere.
Yet he spoke of an appealing English quality in the voices of novelists like George Elliot, which he described
as simultaneously satirical, tolerant, aloof, and aware of its own absurdity.
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He agreed with comments by Amis about the effective tradition of sexual symbolism in British writing, going
so far as to say that "...the best sex in an English novel has no mention of sex". In Amis's view this is again
related to British writing being unusually grounded in sanity, with a median, middle class world its traditional
subject matter.
Returning to the influence of political correctness, particularly on comic writing, Jacobson suggested that it
was almost always incorrect humour that made us laugh. Perhaps, though, it was necessary to be on
common ground within a culture to be allowed to joke about it, as with the popularity and acceptability of
Jewish jokes among the Jewish community.
The idea of a common British character was problematic for Amis, however, who identified distinct national
characteristics within the UK. Certainly the stereotyped 'stiff upper lip' was long gone, Jacobson pointing to
a new willingness for public grief  at everything from the death of Diana to expulsion from a talent show.
Perhaps though, as Martin Amis concluded, Britons today cry because they're no longer allowed to laugh.
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